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Every one of us has qualities that we possess, they all create who we are as a person. We

should always be grateful for who we are, especially our qualities. I for one have many qualities

that I’m proud of and grateful for. These qualities that I possess creates an inner connection

within myself as a person. If it weren’t for my qualities, whether it would be kindness that I

possess as a quality or empathy, these qualities can help you in your life during hard times and

are admirable attributes to have.

I have many qualities that are admirable and make up for who I am. One of them is that I am

very passionate. Being passionate is a great quality to have, since it can make you proud of

who you are and can help achieve goals

I am very passionate and proud of my hobbies and ethnicity. My hobbies are drawing and

painting. I love to share my work with other people and talk with other people who also like to

draw or paint. I'm also passionate about my ethnicity, my ethnicity is Jordanian. I am passionate

about being Jordanian because it makes me unique with all our different types of food, dances,

and people. Having this as a quality makes me so grateful since I can achieve goals and set my

mind to them. I invest my time in my hobbies and ethnicity, I create goals that can help me

master things that I am passionate about. Drawing and painting makes me excited every time,

whenever it's making a new piece or learning new skills I make goals which can help me

achieve them. Same with my ethnicity, I wanna reach out to other people that have the same

ethnicity as me. I want to find people that are also passionate about their ethnicities and set



goals to reach other people that they can relate to. Being passionate is a quality I will always be

grateful I have. I one time met a girl who had the same ethnicity as me. We were both

passionate about our hobbies and ethnicity. I could relate to her a lot and we are both

passionate about different things. Many people are also passionate about things which I could

relate to them and create connections and bonds!

The next quality that I have that I'm grateful for is that I am caring. I will always help another

person if they have any troubles. I am not the person to berate someone else, rather I´m the

opposite. There are many people who don't care about one another, instead they only think

about themselves. Whenever I see someone who needs help, I am always there for them.

Whether it's something that's bothering them or school stuff they need help on, I am there for

that person. I will always put other people's needs first, rather than mine. I want to make other

people feel like they belong and that they're special. No one deserves to think that they aren't

loved or good enough. This quality that I possess makes me so grateful that I have it. Being

caring is a quality I always had, I don't like seeing other people unhappy or need help but no

one is helping them. Seeing other people's smiles make me grateful I have this special quality.

Cooperativeness is the final quality I will list so far that I have that I am grateful for. Being

cooperative is such a great quality to have,you can connect with your classmates more and be

more understanding in group settings. This quality will help you throughout your life since you

can work easily in groups and understand your peers and make connections. Being someone

who doesn’t get along with other people well is not a good trait to have. You are supposed to be

able to work in groups in group settings, make connections with your classmates. I am grateful I

have this quality. I can easily connect with my peers and show good manners. Also, many

people who aren’t cooperative don’t even get put into group settings. I can take the leadership in



a group setting, help others and make connections. I am grateful that I have this quality, without

cooperativeness being one of my qualities I wouldn’t be able to work well in groups and not be

willing to help other people. I know what responsibilities I have and what others have while in

group settings. I am willing to help other people out to reach a goal together.

I have many qualities that I am grateful for. Qualities make us who we are and help us during

life. Being grateful towards your qualities means that you remind yourself of your amazing

qualities and become thankful you possess them. When you become more thankful of who you

are each day, you can create an inner connection where you are always grateful towards being

you and having your own unique qualities. I believe we should all be more grateful towards our

qualities and accept them as us. Even practicing gratitude can help you create inner

connections within yourself. I am so grateful towards my whole personality and qualities that I

will never change them or adjust who I am.


